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Abstract: 
Jung’s theory of complexes sheds light on populists’ identity as the “virtuous people” who are opposed 
to the “corrupt elites”. Their complexes underlie three well-known populist attitudes. First is their anti-
pluralism, their sense of moral superiority toward immigrants and minorities. Second, in reaction to the 
failures of neoliberalism, they experience moralistic relative deprivation regarding the “undeserving” 
underclasses that benefit from government hand-outs. And third, as native white Christians, their moral 
indignation stems from comparisons with ethnic workers in the same occupations earning the same pay. 
This psychopolitical analysis explains much of the populists’ anger, frustration, and resentment. 
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Introduction  

In a recent study of populism, Jan-Werner Müller ties populism to issues of morality no 
less than forty times. What he calls the “logic of populism” has a moralistic basis: “Popu-
lism, I suggest is a particular moralistic imagination of politics, a way of perceiving the 
political world that sets a morally pure and fully unified ‒ but, I shall argue, ultimately 
fictional‒ people against elites who are deemed corrupt or in some other way morally in-
ferior” (Müller, 2016, pp. 19-20). Populists not only oppose these elites but also oppose 
the downtrodden that fail to qualify as belonging to “the people”. “Populists pit the pure, 
innocent, always hardworking people against a corrupt elite that do not really work (other 
than to further their self-interest) and, in right-wing populism, also against the very bot-
tom of society (those who also do not really work and live like parasites off the work of 
others)” (Müller, 2016, p. 23). The explicit morality in these citations underlies the way 
populism (1) excludes from political representation those who are not the “authentic” 
people (anti-pluralism), (2) challenges economic doctrines whose benefits by-pass the 
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“authentic people” (anti-neoliberalism), and (3) justifies certain material advantages of 
the “authentic people” at the expense of ethnic minorities (distributive justice). In this es-
say I apply the Jungian theory of complexes as a framework for the analysis of morality, a 
somewhat neglected dimension of populism (Alschuler, 2009a). When populists claim to 
be morally superior, they will undoubtedly generate in themselves what C.G. Jung (2014) 
called a “dark shadow”. The brighter the ego’s self-image, the darker the shadow, and 
greater the one-sidedness of the personality. John W. Perry (1970) reformulated Jung’s 
ideas in a way that enables us to be more precise about how the populists’ moral claims 
produce shadow projections on the populists’ opponents. According to Perry, complexes 
are found in pairs, one of which is aligned with the ego and the other is repressed and pro-
jected onto an “Other”. By saying that the first is aligned with the ego, Perry alludes to 
the “persona” or self-image. The second in the pair of complexes, the shadow, is largely 
incompatible with one’s positive self-image. The mechanism of dissociation “removes” 
this dark side from consciousness and repression relegates it to the personal unconscious 
where it does not lie dormant. Rather, this complex is projected onto a suitable “Other” al-
lowing for the possibility that the ego might recognize this as a projection and eventually 
retrieve it, contributing to the wholeness of the personality. This process, according to 
Jung, enables ego consciousness to grow and one-sidedness to diminish. 

Perry further postulates an emotional relationship between the ego and the Other in a 
pair of complexes. For Perry the alignment of a complex with the ego creates an illusory 
ego that differs from the genuine ego (Perry, 1970, pp. 3-4). Similarly, the projection onto 
an Other creates an illusion that differs from the genuine Other. The illusory ego experi-
ences an emotion toward the illusory Other within the pair of complexes, all differing 
from the genuine ego and genuine Other. The emotions most often expressed by the popu-
list toward the Other are frustration, anger, and resentment (Mudde and Kaltwasser, 2017, 
pp. 47, 102, 103). 

With this in mind, it is enlightening to consider how this pair of complexes (populists’ 
moral superiority and inferiority of Others) governs populist beliefs about “the people”, 
the political establishment, and the Others: immigrants and ethnic groups. Kaltwasser 
speaks of “interpreting reality through the lens of populism” (p. 101). Among these popu-
list beliefs are the following: 
 
the people are virtuous, sovereign   
the people are hard-working    
the people are worthy, neglected    
native-born people are marginalized   
White supremacists are disadvantaged 

the elites are corrupt, unresponsive 
the Others are lazy  
the Others are unworthy, pampered 
immigrants are favored 
ethnics are privileged 

 
One could imagine how in the United States the historical memory of slavery and the ex-
termination of indigenous people would weigh heavily on the conscience of God-fearing 
Christians. The dissociation of this memory and its repression into the unconscious would 
generate projections onto suitable “Others”. Could this psychological sequence underlie 
the populists’ adherence to a self-image of moral superiority?  

The populists’ claim to moral superiority may also produce fanaticism. Jung’s insights 
about fanaticism may serve us as a guide (Alschuler, 2009b). Extreme beliefs, strongly 
held and defended, characterize fanaticism. When the populists believe that they are mor-
ally superior, they fall victim to psychic inflation, often resulting in the splitting off and 
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